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Gamma Chapter
celebrates 90 years of
service in April of 2021

UPCOMING
EVENTS
Wednesday, September 16th
Urban League is hosting a virtual
Career fair.

SEPTEMBER 13-26, 2020
NAACP VIRTUAL NATIONAL
CONVENTION

GAMMA
CHAPTER
CHARGES
FORWARD
WITH VIRTUAL
PROGRAMING!
As the world adjusted to
the reality of living through
a pandemic, so too did
Gamma Chapter of Iota Phi
Lambda Sorority, Inc.
Gamma chapter attended, collaborated on and
hosted a variety of panels, chats, socials and
programs virtually. Some of the stand out
programming includes a Netflix watch party and
discussion of She Did That, a Virtual Table Talk in
collaboration with NAACP, the D.C. Mayor's Office,
Board of Elections, and Trinity Washington
University. Additionally, in April Gamma chapter
hosted a Financial Fitness Webinar.

SOROR SHIRBRIYA
FLETCHER PASSES
HER CPA EXAMS!

GAMMA CHAPTER
CELEBRATES BLACK OWNED
BUSINESSES IN THE D.M.V.
AREA
August was #NationalBlackBusinessMonth and
Gamma Chapter celebrated this extremely
important initiative by sharing interesting facts
about black-owned businesses in the US, as well as
presenting some ways that people could support
their local black businesses. Most importantly,
however, the chapter highlighted some standout
businesses in our own community. We featured,
Mahogany Books of Washington D.C., Cherry
Blossom Intimates, Nubian Hueman, The Wellness
Apothecary, and Siyo. We also took this time to
highlight Soror Teresa Gonzalez's business B.K. life
and Style and the 1929 collection where she offers a
wide variety of high quality goods, from mugs to
sweaters to bags. It is also notable that she is a
licensed vendor of Iota Phi Lambda branded
material.

Soror ShirBriya Fletcher, Howard
University and Villanova
University Alum, has passed her
C.P.A Exams and plans to apply
for her license shortly. Gamma
chapter is so proud of her and
all of her hard work and
dedication to furthering her
career goals while still serving
as an exceptional Treasurer. The
following is a quote from Soror
Fletcher on the matter:
"All Glory to God! A week ago
today I found out that I passed
my final CPA exam. It still has
not hit me yet that I’m finally
done. Most of you who know me
well know that the CPA exam
was one of my main priorities
over the past two years. God has
taught me so much on this
journey from discipline, failure,
vulnerability and patience to
the value of personal and
corporate prayer, the
significance of having a
supportive community and most
importantly keeping God first
through it all."

